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Guide to Safe Anchoring 
by Fortress Marine Anchors 

1. Determine Your Holding Requirements. 

Be sure that your anchor can give the performance you need.  A �Lunch Hook� should be able to hold 
your boat in a 15 knot breeze.  A primary or �Working Anchor� should hold in up to 30 knots of wind.  A 
�Storm Anchor� is for winds up to 42 knots.  Remember that as the wind speed doubles, the holding 
requirement quadruples!  Your anchor is probably sized correctly when people laugh at how big it is! 

BOAT LENGTH in FEET (answers in lbs) WIND 
SPEED 

20ft 25ft 30ft 35ft 40ft 50ft 60ft 70ft 
15 kts 90 125 175 225 300 400 500 675 
30 kts 360 490 700 900 1,200 1,600 2,000 2,700 
42 kts 720 980 1,400 1,800 2,400 3,200 4,000 5,400 
60 kts 1,440 1,960 2,800 3,600 4,800 6,400 8,000 10,800 

 

BOAT LENGTH in METERS (answers in kg) WIND 
SPEED 

6m 8m 9m 11m 12m 15m 18m 21m
15 kts 41 57 79 102 136 181 227 306
30 kts 163 222 318 408 544 726 907 1,225
42 kts 327 445 635 816 1,089 1,452 1,814 2,449
60 kts 653 889 1,270 1,633 2,177 2,903 3,629 4,899

 

Use the handy �Horizontal Loads Table� above to determine in pounds your holding power requirements 
for different wind speeds.  NOTE: This table assumes boats of average beam and windage.  If your boat 
has above average beam or windage, refer to loads for the next larger size boat. 

2. Anchor Types 

This subject is worse than discussing religion!  There are several designs and many manufacturers.  
Plow designs (Bruce, Delta Quick-Set, Spade, etc.) and fluke designs (Danforth, Fortress, etc.) are quite 
common.  Some work better in one soil type than another.  There is no one best �all around� anchor.  
You might need two or more to cover your cruising area.  Based on cruising in Mexico and the Channel 
Islands for 17 years, my ranked favorites are: Spade, Delta QuickSet, Bruce (for everything but mud), 
and Fortress (for mud). 

If you are looking to buy an anchor, check with friends who anchor where you plan to and that have a 
similar style/size boat and ask what works for them.  Ask several people � everyone has an opinion!  
Unless the guy in the store actually has experience just listen to him for pricing. 

Remember, the better the ground tackle the better you sleep!  Buy the best you can afford.  A knock-off 
brand isn�t a bargain if it fails by bending or breaking and you loose your boat or become intimate with a 
neighbor.  Using a swivel at the anchor � some do, some don�t.  If you do, make sure it�s up to the job 
strength wise and is a compatible metal. 

3. Use Adequate Scope. 

Rode is the chain, rope, or combination of chain/rope which attaches the anchor to your boat. 

Scope is the length of the rode relative to the distance from your boat�s deck to the sea bottom.  
Generally, use a scope of at least 5:1. 
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At 10:1 the holding power will double and at less than 3:1 you will give up a significant amount of holding 
power and may experience problems setting the anchor. 

 

In crowded anchorages you may need to �Power Set� your anchor at 5:1 scope and then shorten scope 
as required.  Know from where your depth sounder takes its readings.  It may be giving you the water 
depth under your keel, rather than from the true waterline, in which case you need to add your draft plus 
the height of your deck when calculating scope. 

3. �Power Set� Your Anchor. 

First of all, NEVER set the anchor with the rode taking a strain on a windlass -- they are not designed to 
take that kind of loading.  With chain, use a short snubber from a cleat to the chain, and with nylon tie off 
to a cleat!  With chain, once the anchor is set, let out an adequate length snubber and secure to a deck 
cleat � NEVER leave a strain on the windlass; you�ll end up diving for it.  Use adequate chafe gear where 
the nylon snubber/rode lays over a roller or chock. 

Know that your anchor is properly set!  Back down slowly.  Then as the anchor begins to set slowly 
increase the load with your engine.  Backing down at any speed at all may not give your anchor a chance 
to dig in and bury itself. 

 

You can somewhat simulate the force of the wind by using your engine�s thrust to set your anchor to a 
predetermined load.  Match your boat�s total maximum horsepower and hull type in the table above to 
determine how hard your boat can �Power Set� your anchor. 

4. Anchor Resetting and Two Bow Anchors 

Don�t be fooled by some manufacturer�s claims about their anchor�s ability to dependably reset 100% of 
the time!  Any anchor can occasionally fail to reset once it has pulled out.  In areas of changing tide or 
wind, you may need to set two anchors off the bow in opposite directions.  However, watch for twisting of 
the two lines at the bow because of the vessel turning with the direction changes. 
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5. Bow and Stern Anchoring. 

In rolly or very tight anchorages it may be necessary to bow and stern anchor to prevent severe rocking 
or of your swinging into other boats.  With the stern anchor ready for deployment (usually with a short 
chain/rope rode), set the bow anchor first and then either, 1) let out more bow rode while backing the 
boat to the spot where you wish to set the stern anchor; or 2) with the bow anchor set use your dinghy to 
carry the stern anchor out to where you wish to set it.  Once the stern anchor is set, retrieve the excess 
bow rode with a windlass or by motoring forward, or, by manually pull in the stern rode to take up the 
slack.  This latter method will seldom actually �set� the stern hook (unless you�re a weight lifter). 

6. Anchor Retrieval. 

With chain or nylon, slowly move the boat to a position directly over the anchor, retrieving the rode as 
you go.  Do not power forward past the anchor as any chain may damage your bow/hull.  In strong winds 
or current DO NOT use the windlass to pull the boat forward � this creates a heavy strain on it and 
causes premature wear. 

7. Support Hardware. 

Remember, your ground tackle system includes not only the anchor, but shackles, chain, rope and deck 
cleats.  Every item must be able to provide the strength you need.  Typically, swivels are the lowest 
strength component so be sure to buy the best quality you can.  Deck cleats must be large enough to 
handle the recommended line size and have large backing plates under the decking and fender washers 
under the nuts. 

8. Anchor Rode. 

Use all chain or a short length of chain and three strand nylon line.  Evaluate the area(s) you will be 
anchoring at.  If most boats use �all� chain then you should too.  If most boats use chain/rope rode then 
you can, or if you have all chain remember that your neighbors will swing and move a lot more than you 
and anchor away from them.  If you have chain/rope and anchor amongst �all chain� boats then stay off 
to one side so you don�t swing into them.  Generally, most �cruising� boats use all chain whereas 
�weekenders� use chain/rope. 

 

Nylon is very elastic and greatly reduces shock loads on your boat and its ground tackle system.  An all 
chain anchor rode lacks the shock absorbing ability of nylon rope when the wind pipes up!  Therefore, 
when using all chain be sure to use a nylon snubber line of an adequate length and diameter to reduce 
shock loading on your deck hardware.  Chain protects nylon line against chafe from the sea bed and 
rocks and also helps provide horizontal pull on the anchor when it is initially beginning to set and during 
heavy winds.  Generally, with rope/chain rode use chain equal in length to your boat�s overall length.  
When using all chain rode be sure to secure the bitter end with a length of nylon line that is long enough 
to reach up through your deck.  (This allows you to cut the rope if you must abandon your anchor in an 
emergency.  Don�t forget to tie a float to it for later recovery.) 
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Refer to the any of the many guides available for sizing anchors, and chain and rope rode for your boat.  
Using oversized chain is better than too small � the extra size adds weight which helps holding power!  
Most windlass gypsies can be changed to fit your chain.  However, using too large a diameter nylon rope 
keeps the nylon from acting as a shock absorbing tool.  Don�t forget to use anti-chafing gear on your 
snubber or nylon rode. 

9. Soft Mud Bottoms. 

Unless you�re hooked on a rock (Bummer!) the ocean bottom itself is the weakest link in your anchoring 
system!  Soft mud bottoms offer greatly reduced holding power so be sure your anchor can provide the 
holding power you need.  Some bottoms offer as little as just 15% of the holding available in firmer 
bottoms! 

Some soft mud bottoms have a sticky consistency, which makes them difficult to set an anchor in.  If soft 
mud setting problems occur, try setting the anchor initially at very short scope, e.g. 2:1.  Then, increase 
the scope to at least 5:1 and �Power Set� the anchor.  Special �Mud Palms� are included for both 
Fortress and Guardian anchors to aid setting in very soft problem mud.  You may want to install the �Mud 
Palms� on your anchor regardless, as they help the anchor set faster in any type of bottom. 

 

Anchoring Myths and Facts 

Myth: The heavier the anchor, the better. 

Fact: Modern designs and state-of-the-art engineering have made anchors not only better, but lighter, 
too!  In several real world tests, including one conducted by the U.S. Navy, the best holding anchors 
were actually among the lightest!  Anchor design has more effect on holding power than weight. 

Myth: All anchors perform the same way. 

Fact: Not so!  Different designs and different materials make anchors perform very differently.  When you 
consider the value of the boat an anchor is protecting (your boat!) an anchor is no place to economize.  It 
pays to get the best performing anchor you can. 

Myth: Anchors that look alike are alike. 

Fact: Looks can be deceiving.  Technical designs, manufacturing processes and metal alloys go through 
varying degrees of quality control and some are just plain better.  Be sure to look for independent testing 
of holding power and approval from standards organizations, indicated by "ABS Type Certification" (ABS 
is the American Bureau of Shipping) or similar. 

Myth: Steel is the strongest material for anchors. 

Fact: Not any more!  Many materials are now stronger than steel.  For example, high-tensile aluminum-
magnesium alloy is well suited for anchors and is, pound-for-pound, more than twice as strong as steel. 

Myth: Just toss an anchor overboard, and you are anchored. 

Fact: It�s not so simple.  Don�t pile that chain on top of your anchor!  Your anchor is just one part of a 
total anchoring system.  It�s made up of the anchor, chain, rope, shackles, deck gear, and your own 
anchoring skill and knowledge!  The information presented above can make your anchoring safer and 
easier. 


